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Quick history on myself

Quick overview of Yamaha ATS

It all comes back to the ‘NS’ in our most famous speakers…
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We’ll start with Active Acoustic Enhancement…which has been known by many 
names throughout the years….

But we’ll stick with AAE
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Fixing up acoustic shortcomings in venues using electronics goes back some 60 or 70
years

The most well known examples here embody the main principles of operation which 
I’ll be talking about tonight.
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These are the basic concepts of any of the systems available today. We use AAE 
systems to increase overall reverberation, or to deliberately colour the reverberation, 
or to mask acoustic weirdness

AAE systems cannot decrease reverberation time; they can only extend the natural 
acoustic behaviour by either regeneration, convolution or a combination of both 
approaches
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Regenerative
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In-line
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Hybrid

Both Yamaha AFC3 and Meyer Constellation are examples of Hybrid Regenerative 
systems (although they approach system stability in different ways)
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System stability is paramount. Otherwise ringing, howling and excessive coloration 
can occur

Usual tuning timeframe is a week, only after the system is completely installed and 
functional tests are passed
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Now I’ll run through the main reasons why a venue would invest in an AAE system
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The acoustic behaviour of the venue must match the programme content. You don’t 
put a Symphony Orchestra in a lecture theatre…

The ideal room acoustic differs greatly between different types of content.

We can measure (and to some degree, control) the various acoustic parameters of 
the room to suit the program material.
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WHY MUST THE ACOUSTIC MATCH THE PROGRAMME??

Because the acoustics have a direct effect on the experience of the fee-paying 
audience member 

Whether they realise it or not!
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WHY MUST THE ACOUSTIC MATCH THE PROGRAMME??

The performer, or lecturer, will respond accordingly to good or bad acoustics.
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We cannot use AAE systems to suck acoustic energy from a room,

But we can use it to mask certain anomalies
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Economics play a critical part in an AAE investment.

Mechanical solutions have been used before, Sage Gateshead in UK is a good 
example
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We will now talk about how we implement an AAE system, from conception to 
completion
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In general, these are what we see as the criteria for a “Successful Design”
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Before we put pen to paper, we need to gather a lot of information….
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We now need to address the design criteria with an actual design…
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Loudspeaker location, distance from listeners, and spacing….
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Microphone quantity, placement etc
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Amplification & DSP must provide the flexibility & grunt to achieve even coverage and 
sufficient control
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Our network must be fast & powerful enough to handle many dozens if not hundreds 
of uncompressed (48kHz 24bit) UDP channels, plus some TCP control data.

We do not like sharing networks with other services; we always specify our own 
Yamaha SWP or SWR gigabit switches and set fixed IP addresses.
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Lots of amps, lots of DSP, lots of GPO’s, lots of copper coming in and out….
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Usually the consultant or contractor will produce the design doc’s with guidance from 
us, but the actual installation is 100% carried out by the contractor (with our support 
of course)
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Basic stuff…is it all plugged in and wired correctly??

Check EVERY SINGLE signal path using dual FFT software
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OKAY….Now that we have installed a truckload of speakers, amps, DSP etc…

…We may have accidentally built ourselves a system capable of rendering WFS 
objects!
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Now let’s focus on the real-world technical reality behind the industry’s adoption of 
WFS….
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WFS allows us to synthesise the actual wavefront of an object, as if it were actually 
originating from a point in space….

This graphic is informative
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WFS allows us to synthesise the actual wavefront of an object, as if it were actually 
originating from a point in space….

This graphic is informative
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A lot of commercial and free open-source products have entered the market. 

It’s 2019 and we are standing on the shoulders of giants.
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In my experience, we can usually build a functional and ‘passable’ spatial rig without 
going to extreme lengths with loudspeakers pressed up cheek-to-cheek. 

Such a system looks good on a whitepaper, but is impractical and expensive.

The aforementioned software packages have a fair degree of tolerance for 
loudspeaker spacing, if approached with care…
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Rhythmical content can become out-of groove if objects are physically spaced too far 
apart!!!

We also need to be able to project enough SPL to our audience without damaging the 
hearing of the nearest audience 
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Cheek-to-cheek spacing should be at least the distance to nearest listener

This is why you see maybe only 5 arrays of LISA at the front of a large concert stage…

Even then it is difficult to properly synthesis HF wavefronts  
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Once the loudspeakers are spaced too far apart to properly build a nice solid HF 
wavefront, luckily our ears tend to localise the source’s HF element anyway….

Fraunhofer & the licensed product variants have other proprietary tricks to approach 
this (which I am not privy to)
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REMEMBER THIS BIT DOWN HERE??!! (SA Rendering Engine)
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